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    APH Featured Products 
   Beads! 

 

NEW PRODUCT ALERT! 
Braille Beads: APH Starter Kit 
Beading is fun, but it can also be educational! Many concepts can be practiced such 
as sorting, counting, organizing, planning, and fine motor skills. This kit offers beads 
with a braille letter on one side and the print letter on the other in addition to a 
variety of colored pony beads. Also included are an instruction book and an 
assortment of wire, cord, and fobs to create many fun and colorful accessories. 
(NOTE: Choking Hazard: small parts) 
Item Description: Braille Beads: APH Starter Kit 
Item #: 1-08879-00   
View online at: https://shop.aph.org/  keyword = “beads” 
 

Braille Beading Tray with Jars 

When ordering the Braille Beads Starter Kit (above) consider adding this tray to your 
order. It is perfect for creating a beading workspace complete with space to lay out 
possible designs before stringing, a mat to prevent beads from rolling, and jars to 
organize/store beads.  

Item #: 1-08877-00  
View online at: https://shop.aph.org/  keyword = “beads” 
 

Giant Textured Beads 
If the beads in the kit described above are too small for someone, he/she may enjoy 
organizing and stringing the much larger textured beads. The beads come in 3 
shapes and colors with different textures and a durable bead stringer.  
Item Description: Giant Textured Beads 
Item #: 1-03780-00  
View online at: https://shop.aph.org/  keyword = “giant beads” 
 
Giant Textured Beads with Pattern Matching Cards 
Increase the skill and concept development in a bead stringing activity by 
incorporating the pattern matching and sorting features offered in this kit. 
Item Description: Giant Textured Beads with Pattern Matching Cards 
Item #: 1-03778-00  
View online at: https://shop.aph.org/  keyword = “giant beads” 
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EZeeCount Abacus 
This is a great manipulative for someone who might like the feel and movement of 
beads, but requires the beads presented in a more secure way. Each textured bead 
slides along an elastic in each row, but cannot be removed. The beads can be 
flipped to reveal a different color and texture.  
Item Description: EZeeCount Abacus 
Item #: 1-03185-00  
View online at: https://shop.aph.org/  keyword = “ezee”  

   
 
Thanks so much to Kathleen Kenney, M.Ed., COMS for compiling this product 
information! 
 
 
Questions?  Products you’d like to see “Featured”?  
 
Please feel free to contact: 
 
Lisa DiBonaventura, M.A., COMS 

Statewide Director for Vision & Vision Loss Services, DDS 

                  
Office:  508-384-5539 

Cell:      508-341-5675 

Fax:       508-384-6771  
Lisa.DiBonaventura@state.ma.us 

http://www.mass.gov/dds/visionloss 
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